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In this work we apply a rigorous and reproducible data analytics process for validation
and analysis of the historical data from Bogotá (Colombia) air quality monitoring network
since 1998. The reasons for addressing this research study stem from the lack of a
consistent approach for cleaning, validating and reporting air quality data. By analyzing
the whole dataset, we are aiming at providing citizens and the city authorities with a
clear view of the current situation of air quality and of its historical evolution. Without
any loss of generality, we focus our analysis on both respirable and fine particulate
matter (PM10 and PM2.5) concentrations, which in Bogotá and worldwide are source
of concern for their negative impacts on human health. We develop a reproducible and
flexible data cleaning methodology for particulate matter concentration data reported by
the local authorities, which allows customizing and applying configurable validation rules.
Then, we present statistical descriptive analyses by providing intuitive data visualizations,
characterizing historical and spatial change of air pollutant levels. Results raise concerns
for the high percentage of invalid data, as well as the high levels of PM2.5 and PM10

ambient concentrations as observed in the valid portion of the available data, which
frequently exceed national and international air quality standards. The data exhibit
encouraging signs of air quality improvement, particularly for PM10. However, the
analyses indicate that significant differences exist across Bogotá, and particularly in the
south-west zone of the city annual concentrations of particulate matter are up to three
or four times the WHO recommendations. We are confident on the methodology and
results from our analysis are useful both for local environmental authority and the general
public to help in obtaining consistent conclusions from the available data.

Keywords: air quality, particulate matter, data validation, visual analytics, urban health

INTRODUCTION

Urban air pollution is a major environmental problem due to its negative effects on human health
and quality of life (Chow et al., 2004; Gurjar et al., 2008; Romero-Lankao et al., 2013; Baklanov
et al., 2016). In many Colombian cities, respirable particulate matter (PM10) and fine particulate
matter (PM2.5) are the two most critical air pollutants. The plot in Figure 1 shows the 2018 official
data from IDEAM, the Colombian Institute for Hydrological, Meteorological and Environmental
Studies, for the yearly average concentrations of particulate matter for several Colombian cities
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equipped with air quality monitoring networks that measure both
PM10 and PM2.5 ambient concentration (Instituto de Hidrología,
Meteorología y Estudios Ambientales [IDEAM], 2020). Figure 1
depicts a concerning situation where most cities exceed the
threshold values recommended by WHO for the average yearly
values, 25 µg/m3 for PM10, and 10 µg/m3 for PM2.5 (World
Health Organization [WHO], 2018), which are marked as black
contours. Notice that the average yearly PM10 concentration of
Yumbo is actually not displayed in the chart, as its extreme
value (83 µg/m3) would impair the visualization. Also notice
that multiple values are reported for two cities (Barranquilla and
Bogotá) that are equipped with multiple monitoring stations. It is
important to notice that a few cities exceed the national threshold
set for the annual average concentration of PM10 of 50 µg/m3

(Ministerio de Ambiente y Desarrollo Sostenible de Colombia
[MADS], 2017).

In Bogotá, Colombia (one of Latin American largest cities),
PM10 and PM2.5 ambient concentrations are often well above
national air quality standards (Franco, 2012; Instituto de
Hidrología, Meteorología y Estudios Ambientales [IDEAM],
2016). Even more alarming, during the last decade, annual
PM10 and PM2.5 concentrations were more than twice higher
than World Health Organization reference values. Recent studies
showed that Bogotá ranks among the first cities in the world for
the duration of travel times (INRIX, 2018), and that the exposure
of citizens traveling across the city with both public and private
transportation means can be hazardous for health (Franco et al.,
2016; Morales et al., 2019).

This is a matter of concern since Colombia’s national
government stated that in Bogotá about 10% of the total
deaths are attributable to urban air pollution, representing costs
equivalent to 2.5% of the city’s gross domestic product (National
Planning Department [DNP], 2017). Moreover, local public
health authorities have identified respiratory illnesses as the main
cause of morbidity and mortality for children under 5 years of age
(Hernández-Flórez et al., 2013).

Much of the effort in terms of air pollution management in
Bogotá has been focused on an accurate diagnosis of the problem,
mainly strengthening the city air quality-monitoring network and
leading to a better understanding of the relevance and impact
of the emission sources (Pachón, 2018; Mendez-Espinosa et al.,
2019; Morales et al., 2019; Ramírez et al., 2020).

Bogotá air quality network (RMCAB) started its operation
in 1998 under the administration of the District Secretariat of
Environment, and today it comprises 14 automatic monitoring
stations (13 fixed stations and a mobile one) geographically
located within Bogotá’s urban area (see Figure 2). Each
station measures ambient air pollutant concentrations and
meteorological conditions on an hourly basis. RMCAB
monitors and sensors use standard methods tested by the
United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), which
are periodically calibrated and receive preventive and corrective
maintenance. Specifically, PM10 and PM2.5 instruments use the
Beta attenuation monitoring technique to continuously measure
the concentrations of these compounds (Secretaria Distrital de
Ambiente [SDA], 2019). The data collected by the measuring
devices is sent to a central database server managed by the

District Secretariat of Environment. Open-access is provided to
the data, which can be downloaded in the form of text files from
the page of the RMCAB monitoring network (Secretaria Distrital
de Ambiente [SDA], 2020).

Data from the RCMAB has been crucial for characterizing
the problem, leading to the identification of particle-related
pollutants as the most critical in Bogotá. Also, it has been
relevant when formulating public policies in the city, such as
the Ten-Year Air Pollution Abatement Plan (Secretaria Distrital
de Ambiente [SDA], 2011). However, much is yet to be done
to improve the use and dissemination of the air quality data
in the city. While the collected data is open, the public access
provided for its visualization and analysis is limited, still focused
on the needs of the data owner rather than on those of other
data users, including research institutions and the general public.
Certainly, one barrier that hinders exploiting historical air quality
data is the difficulty in reliably extracting information out of
it in a statistically significant way. This data analytics process
requires significant technical knowledge not generally available.
We believe this is an opportunity given the crucial role of data
when formulating pollution control strategies and for improving
urban air quality management.

Understanding such data potential, we worked together with
the environmental authorities in a collaborative project that
defines a structured and replicable methodology for air quality
data acquisition, cleaning, validation, analysis and visualization,
using big-data and analytics open access instruments. We present
in this paper a first glimpse of what this collected data says
about air quality in Bogotá, including current condition and
historical tendencies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Validation of Air Quality Data
We analyzed PM10 and PM2.5 concentrations data collected by
Bogotá Air Quality Monitoring Network. Local environmental
authority provided us with the crude datasets for each of the
existing 13 fixed stations, containing hourly observations for
the 1998–2018 period. The mobile monitoring station data is
not included in this analysis since it has been dedicated to
the evaluation of air pollution in different heavy traffic roads
(at several locations). Also, data from Fontibon and Bolivia
monitoring stations are not part of the analysis, as the first station
has been in process of site evaluation in the recent years and the
latter only reports meteorological data.

We used the R© statistical package (R Core Team, 2018)
to consolidate a single tidy dataset. With the aim of defining
a simple and repeatable process, we developed a rule-based
data validation. Two distinct types of rules were considered for
validation:

• Generally applicable rules, which do not refer to the
nature of the measured variable, for instance those used
to exclude from posterior analysis non-numerical data
and reported measurements that are out of the detection
range of the monitoring equipment. Also, rules that
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FIGURE 1 | 2018 average concentrations (in µg/m3) of particulate matter for several Colombian cities.

smooth the data series by removing single points that
are extreme peaks/valleys, i.e., data values that drastically
differ from the two immediately adjacent measurements.
Since monitoring stations are purposefully located far from
major emitting sources, such sudden variations are likely
due to erroneous measurements.

• Contaminant-specific rules, which do take into account the
physical properties of the variable being measured. They
are used for instance to invalidate negative values reported
for particulate matter measurements, since they are of the
nature of concentration and impossible to be negative.
Moreover, whenever simultaneous measurements of PM10
and PM2.5 are available at a monitoring station, a rule
is applied that verifies whether the PM10 > PM2.5
relationship is maintained. Since PM2.5 (particles whose
diameter is not larger than 2.5 µm) is a component of PM10
(particles whose diameter is not larger than 10 µm), valid
measurements must satisfy such inequality. In case it is not,
this specific rule invalidates both measurements.

Finally, according to the practices of local authorities, we
included a rule that removes isolated data points, based on a
configurable minimal threshold set on the availability of data
in a moving 24-h time window. When applied to the dataset,
each rule sets a validation flag for each measurement, without
actually removing the invalid values. The specific set of rules to

use can thus be flexibly chosen. Each analysis can in principle use
a distinct set of validation rules for and new rules can be added to
the data validation process in a modular way.

Descriptive Analysis of Air Quality Data
Descriptive analyses of air quality data allow understanding the
behavior of pollutant concentrations and provide indications
about their trends over time and location. Also, they allow to
characterize the very same data availability, defining the scope
and statistical significance of the analysis results that can be
obtained from such set of data. To portray data availability, we
worked on the design of very intuitive visualizations, which can
be used to obtain a clear picture of the impact that the validation
rules have on the data series. Our objective here was to provide
information that is useful for understanding the type of statistical
analyses that can be performed with the valid data, as well as to
offer a way to analyze the patterns that may exist in the invalid
data distribution.

We then determined distributions that adequately fit the
valid data on particulate matter, which allows constructing
useful models of contaminant behavior. We used the fitdistrplus
R© package (Delignette-Muller and Dutang, 2015) to identify
suitable fitting distributions for both PM10 and PM2.5 data sets.
With this package, we verified the position of the data samples
in the Cullen and Frey graph (Cullen and Frey, 1999), which
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FIGURE 2 | Map of Bogotá urban area with the geographical location of the air quality monitoring stations.

based on the skewness and kurtosis of the data determines
feasible distributions to be fitted. Then, we used numerical
indicators such as Loglikelihood, Corrected Akaike’s Information

Criterion (AICc) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)
to determine estimates for the error incurred when using a
certain distribution as a model. According to the location of
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the data samples in the mentioned Cullen and Frey graph,
we computed these indicators for the Lognormal, Weibull and
Gamma distributions.

Descriptive analyses of the data reported by the different
air quality monitoring stations at different time granularities
were performed. PM10 and PM2.5 concentrations distribution
and variation through hours, days of the week, and years
were analyzed. Box plots and confidence intervals (using the
Bonferroni method, with a confidence level of 95%) for the
average values were produced and mean concentrations were
compared to national standards and WHO guidelines.

Valid Data Availability
An important point that we would like to make is that we
focused our analysis on achieving an understanding of the
PM2.5 and PM10 distribution and tendencies, without dealing
with causality factors such as emission sources or factors that
influence pollution distribution such as meteorology, or changes
in the inventory of sources, quality of fuels, restrictions and
regulations. We chose to limit the scope of our work to
providing a descriptive analysis of the whole RMCAB dataset,
a task that has not been tackled before. We approach our
exploration of data through well-stated validation rules, which
ensure that our results are reproducible. Finally, we focus on
providing intuitive visualizations of the historical air quality of
the city. Even though these visualizations are not explicative, they
are easily understandable and offer a glimpse into a complex
phenomenon that is of significance to the academia, government
and the general public.

RESULTS

Valid Data Availability
The data reported by the Bogotá air quality monitoring station
includes a set of air pollutants and weather related measurements.
Data available for PM10 and PM2.5 in the period 1998–2018
(hourly measurements) was downloaded from the web site of the
Bogotá Secretariat of Environment and consolidated in a dataset
of around 140 Mb. Then, the rule-based validation process was
applied to the dataset.

Figure 3 visualizes the result of the rule-based validation
process. It shows the percentage of data that passed all validation
rules and those that were invalidated per tidying rule, for the
PM2.5 measurements (left panel) and for the PM10 measurements
(right panel). A very high percentage of invalid data is
remarkable. For PM10, only five monitoring stations have at least
50% of valid data, with just Carvajal and Suba stations having
a valid data proportion over 70%. For PM2.5, the percentage of
valid data per station is even smaller, also because in the very first
years of the monitoring network not all stations were equipped
with PM2.5 measurement devices.

Most data were invalidated due to the string removal
rule (orange portion of the bars). According to the local
environmental authority, such string data is inserted in
the dataset as a result of instrument failures, preventive
maintenance activities, power supply failures, incorporation of

new monitoring equipment and communication failure due to
port damage. It is therefore worthwhile remarking that most of
the data unavailability is due to equipment outages rather than
unreliable measurements.

For both pollutants, monitoring stations do not exhibit
an appreciable correlation of the percentage of data in the
different categories generated by the validation process. Also,
no correlation is evident between the amount of valid data
for PM2.5 and PM10 at the same station, which suggests
that data unavailability is primarily determined by causes that
independently affect each contaminant monitoring unit. The
subset of data records that passed all the validation tests
accounted for around 60 Mb out of the 140 Mb of the
original dataset.

Figure 4 shows a heatmap of the daily valid PM2.5 data density
for the whole period of analysis (1998–2018). The heatmap
reports the density of the valid data with a colored scale according
to which a yellow data point indicates the full availability of
hourly valid data – 24 valid data points – for a day, while
purple denotes no available data. For PM2.5 before 2008 only
three stations have reported valid data, and after that valid data
was only reported intermittently, while data availability improves
significantly from 2009 onwards. Also, for 9 months in year 2013,
among all stations only Kennedy reported valid data for PM2.5.

As shown in Figure 5, valid data availability is higher for
PM10 than for PM2.5. Several stations, such as Carvajal, Suba,
Ferias and Puente Aranda have been consistently reporting
valid data within the period of analysis. These visualizations
allow determining for which periods it is feasible to generate
statistically aggregated indicators for the whole city, and in which
ones the available data only allows local or zoned air quality
characterization. According to these valid data density results,
further analysis in this paper will only take into consideration
the 10-year period beginning January the 1st of 2009 and ending
December the 31st of 2018.

Statistical Data Treatment
Figure 6 shows the distribution of PM2.5 and PM10
concentrations, with the upper tails in the figure truncated
at one fourth of the maximum observed value. The observed
PM2.5 measured concentrations ranged in the interval [1.5,
416] µg/m3, with an average of 20.05 µg/m3 and a coefficient
of variation (standard deviation/mean) of 0.75, while PM10
ranged in the interval [1.6, 998] µg/m3, with an average of
55.64 µg/m3 and a coefficient of variation of 0.72. Figure 6 also
reports WHO annual reference value for particulate matter, i.e.,
10 µg/m3 for PM2.5 and 25 µg/m3 for PM10 (World Health
Organization [WHO], 2018), and Colombian national standards,
i.e., 20 µg/m3 for PM2.5 and 50 µg/m3 for PM10 (Ministerio de
Ambiente y Desarrollo Sostenible de Colombia [MADS], 2017).
The average values measured for both pollutants are twice above
WHO guidelines and for PM10 exceed the threshold value set by
the national regulation.

We plotted the data points in the Cullen and Frey graph to
determine suitable distributions for valid data fitting (Figure 7).
The orange points are obtained by 500 bootstrapped samples
from the original data and allow to see the uncertainty associated
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FIGURE 3 | Results of data validation, per station and validation rule, for PM2 .5 and PM10 observations.

FIGURE 4 | Valid data density heatmap for PM2 .5, 1998–2018.

FIGURE 5 | Valid data density heatmap for PM10, 1998–2018.

with the possible fitting distributions. According to the skewness
and kurtosis for the historical data both pollutants can be fitted
with a Weibull, Gamma or Lognormal distribution. It should be
reiterated that data is obviously auto-correlated, but a time series
analysis is not part of this work and only a preliminary descriptive
analysis is being conducted.

We also compared the data against the three best fitting
distributions of each type, finding that for both PM2.5 and
PM10 datasets the Gamma distribution was the best choice,
as determined by the Loglikelihood, AIC and BIC scores (see
Table 1). The best fitting Gamma distribution for the PM2.5
dataset has shape k = 1.839 and rate β = 0.091, while the best
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fitting Gamma distribution for PM10 has shape k = 2.217 and rate
β = 0.026.

Analysis of Air Quality in Bogotá
We start our analysis by exploring the valid data measured at
each monitoring station. Figure 8 provides a boxplot of the
data (without any aggregation) for the historical concentrations
of PM2.5 (left chart) and PM10 (right chart) per station. The

boxplots’ center value is the median of the data, while quantiles 75
and 25% are the limits of the box, and the upper/lower whiskers
report respectively the largest and smallest measurements within
1.5 times the inter-quartile range. All hourly valid data in the
chosen time window (2009–2018) has been considered for this
analysis. The chart in Figure 8 describes a situation in which
significant differences exist among geographical areas in the city.
Monitoring stations located in the southwestern part of Bogotá,

FIGURE 6 | Empirical distributions of measured concentrations of PM2 .5 (left chart) and PM10 (right chart).

FIGURE 7 | Cullen and Frey graph for PM2 .5 (left chart) and PM10 (right chart) valid measured data.

TABLE 1 | Loglikelihood, AIC and BIC indicators for PM2 .5 and PM10 data fitting.

PM2.5 PM10

Lognormal Weibull Gamma Lognormal Weibull Gamma

Loglikelihood 1917386 1910667 1906015 6002062 6033753 6001738

AIC 3834775 3821338 3812034 12004129 12067508 12003480

BIC 3834798 3821360 3812056 12004153 12067532 12003504
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such as Carvajal and Kennedy, consistently reported higher
concentrations of pollutants.

We report in Figure 8 the average daily reference values from
WHO for PM2.5 (25 µg/m3) and PM10 (50 µg/m3), as well
as the threshold for the average daily concentrations set as per
the Colombian national regulations (50 µg/m3 for PM2.5 and
100 µg/m3 for PM10).

To better appreciate the differences among measurements
at distinct stations, we show in Figure 9 the percentage of
days, across the whole 2009–2018 period, for which the average
daily pollutant concentration measured exceeded the WHO
recommendation. The magnitude of these exceedances is shown
by the yellow bars, for PM2.5 (left chart) and PM10 (right chart).
The percentages inside the red boxes are for the days in which
the average concentration of pollutants exceeded the national
threshold values.

From Figure 9 we can observe that Carvajal reported 89%
of the measurement days with average PM10 concentration

values above WHO standards, and Kennedy reported 75% days
above WHO guidelines. Moreover, only two monitoring stations
(Guaymaral, located in at the northern border of the city, and
San Cristobal, located on the cliffs at the south) registered a
percentage of PM10 exceedance days below 20%. In a significant
part of the exceedance days of Carvajal and Kennedy, the
national threshold for PM10 is exceeded as well, by 23.5 and
12.1%, respectively.

This is also the case for PM2.5 for which Carvajal and
Kennedy stations reported more than 50% of the days above
WHO reference values and more than 5% above national
thresholds, while in stations located in other areas of the city
(San Cristobal, Usaquen) almost 100% of the concentration data
for this pollutant were below the national threshold values. The
reasons for the observed differences can be rooted not only in
the meteorological conditions, but in the differential presence of
emission sources such as industry and heavy traffic operating by
diesel which are much more popular in some areas than in others.

FIGURE 8 | Boxplots of PM2 .5 (left chart) and PM10 (right chart) measured concentrations (valid data only), depicting the median as the center value, quantiles 75
and 25% for limits of the box, and the upper/lower whiskers being the largest/smallest measurement within 1.5 times the inter-quartile range.

FIGURE 9 | Percentages of days during which the average daily concentration of PM2 .5 (left chart) and PM10 (right chart) exceeded the WHO and the national
reference values.
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To help identifying the presence of drifts in the measured
concentration of pollutants, Figure 10 shows multiannual
monthly average concentrations charts, for the period of analysis
(2009–2018) for PM2.5 and PM10. In the charts, the orange
shadowed area is defined by the 95% confidence intervals for
the monthly averages. The continuous line is a smoothing
of the data obtained by local regression. One first thing
that appears to be a constant for both pollutants through
the period of analysis is a seasonal trend. January, February
and March are the most polluted months of the year, while
June, July and August are the months with lower ambient
concentrations. Several studies have demonstrated an influence
of meteorological conditions on the air quality of the city.
There is evidence showing that the first months of the year
are associated to more stable atmospheric conditions while
mid-year months are characterized by more intense advections,
as well as that distinct microclimate conditions exist in the
same urban area, leading to detectable differences in air quality

(Secretaria Distrital de Ambiente [SDA], 2019). This is one of the
main reasons for which recent guidelines recommend reporting
air quality at the station and not at the city level.

Historical PM10 concentrations exhibit a steady downward
drift (continuous dark line in right panel in Figure 10). For PM2.5
the tendency is less evident. The peak in measurements reported
around 2012–2013 corresponds to a period of limited data
availability. As visualized in the miss-map for PM2.5 reported in
Figure 4, for most of 2013 only the Kennedy monitoring station
was providing valid data. As shown in our previous analyses,
Kennedy is one of the monitoring stations that consistently
reports very high concentration of pollutants.

Since the charts in Figure 10 suggest that the time-series of
pollutants may not be stationary, in the subsequent analyses we
shall consider explicitly the time dimension of observations.

Figure 11 presents the daily clustered values for PM2.5 and
PM10. We show the average daily values and their 95% confidence
interval (colored strip) for each of the years of analysis. For both

FIGURE 10 | Variations is PM2 .5 (left chart) and PM10 (right chart) monthly average concentrations (valid data only).

FIGURE 11 | Daily aggregated data for PM2 .5 (left chart) and PM10 (right chart) measured concentrations (valid data only).
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PM2.5 and PM10 there is a consistent increasing drift throughout
the week, Sunday being the least polluted day and Friday the
most polluted. Even though it is beyond the scope of this article
to identify causes or explain the reasons of the observed air
pollution levels, it is easy to speculate on mobile sources being
the main cause of the pollutant accumulation over the week,
as there is a significant statistical difference between Saturdays
and Sundays (when heavy traffic is reduced) and weekdays. Also,
lower concentrations on Mondays can be partially explained by
the fact that most of the national holidays take place on this day

of the week (about 15 bank holidays throughout the year). While
for PM2.5 average daily concentration (left chart in Figure 11)
there is not an evident tendency to improvement, for PM10 (right
chart), we observe a steady encouraging decreasing drift in the
measured average daily values over the years. While in 2009 all
days of the week except for Sundays were exceeding the 50 µg/m3

WHO reference value, since 2015 all the average daily values are
consistently below such threshold.

Figure 12 shows PM2.5 and PM10 data at the hourly
aggregation level. The concentrations of both pollutants peak in

FIGURE 12 | Hourly aggregated data for PM2 .5 (left chart) and PM10 (right chart) measured concentrations (valid data only).

FIGURE 13 | Spatial distribution of the average concentration of PM10 in Bogotá.
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the time interval between 6:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. A secondary,
lower peak of concentration arises in the late afternoon until
night hours. Such bimodal behavior may be related with the
traffic patterns in the city, with high vehicular activity in the
morning rush hour and then intense but more dispersed traffic
flows throughout the rest of the day. During peak hours,
the concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10 are above WHO 24-h
reference values, meaning that Bogotá citizens are exposed to
unhealthy air quality conditions during that part of the day.
It is however, encouraging to observe that, at least for PM10
concentrations (right chart in Figure 12), an improving pattern
of change is appreciable, with the average hourly concentration
consistently descending over time in the whole hourly range.
The analysis in Figure 12 is suggesting that the different traffic
restriction strategies that have been put in place in Bogotá have
not affected PM2.5 and PM10 daily patterns over time.

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION AND
FUTURE WORK

Bogotá’s historical air quality data was validated and analyzed
with the intention of representing tendencies of the most critical
pollutants (PM10 and PM2.5) over time. We consider this work
(presented as a short communication) to serve the purpose of
establishing a structured and well-grounded procedure for data
cleaning, and of conducting a descriptive analysis using modern
analytics tools. Moreover, we present a clean picture of what data
says about air quality in the city over the past decade. The results
of this work are useful both for local environmental authorities
and the general public, since it defines repeatable steps for data
preparation and effective visualization of analysis results, which
help in obtaining consistent conclusions from the available data.

We would like to highlight three main issues that data
say about air quality in Bogotá. First, historically there is a
high percentage of invalid data (using the proposed tidying
procedure). This is a matter of concern, since data quality is
crucial when considering which periods to analyze, as well as
what variables and stations to include in analysis. Second, PM2.5
and PM10 ambient concentrations in Bogotá frequently exceed
national air quality standards, meaning citizens are exposed to
air pollution levels considered harmful for people’s health. In
particular, the south-west part of the city, where concentrations
of particulate matter are frequently much higher than the values
indicated in WHO guidelines.

Moreover, no single mean concentration for the whole city
should be used to conclude the air quality conditions in Bogotá,
and a spatially differentiated analysis should always be done.
From the data collected at the monitoring stations we estimated

the average PM10 concentration, for each month of the year,
at each one of the 19 administrative subdivisions (localidades,
in Spanish) of the main urban area of Bogotá. As it can be
easily appreciated from the panel chart in Figure 13, significant
differences exist among those different areas of the city within
the same month. A distance weighting formula has been used to
determine the average pollution level in each area from the valid
network measurements.

Third, even though mobile sources in the city have doubled
in the last decade, PM10 concentrations show a consistent
downward drift, and PM2.5 concentrations do not appear to
have worsened. This may suggest that control strategies, such
as improvements in diesel sulfur content, and technological
upgrades of industries have had beneficial impacts on particulate
matter emissions and a subsequent effect on air quality in the city.

We understand urban air quality as a result of the interaction
of different factors (i.e., meteorological conditions, emissions).
Our future work will consider the integration of such factors in
the analysis. Also, we are working on the development of an air
quality data open access visualization tool for both the public and
decision makers. We believe the type of analyses hereby presented
and the continuity of such academic work in conjunction with
environmental and public health authorities can lead to a better
understanding of the problem, and to improve the extent of
implementation of air pollution control actions.
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